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ABSTRACT
Systems with minimal kernels address the problem of ever-increasing system software complexity by strict separation of resource permission management and resource policies into different trust domains. Lately, such system structure has found wide attention in the research community and industry in the form of hypervisors and virtual machines.

With an increasing number of processors, these systems face a scalability problem. The separation eliminates semantic information about the expected parallelism for individual resources, such as memory pages or processors. Hence, the kernel is unable to optimize its synchronization primitives on a case-by-case basis—a precondition for a scalable, yet well-performing system.

In this paper we present an adaptive synchronization scheme, one of the core building blocks for scalable microkernels. Herewith, unprivileged components (like virtual machines) can express the degree of concurrency at the granularity of individual resources. The kernel can safely adapt and optimize its internal synchronization regime on a case-by-case basis as we show exemplary for inter-process communication and the memory management subsystem of an L4 microkernel.

1. INTRODUCTION
Minimal kernels address the problem of ever-increasing complexity of monolithic systems by strict separation of resource permission management and resource policies. The resource permissions are managed and enforced in the privileged kernel while policies are removed from the system’s critical part and placed in unprivileged mode. This separation provides better fault containment, allows for coexistence of different systems and system personalities, and enables simple and safe system extensibility. Such system structure has been investigated by a large body of research, leading to solutions like microkernels [1,11,21,27,29], exokernels [8,10] and recently gained popularity for hypervisors hosting virtual machines [4,15,20,28].

The reduction of kernel functionality to sole permission management naturally leads to a simplified set of unified kernel-provided resources: memory pages, processors, and interrupts. The management interface to these resources is as basic as delegation and revocation of access permissions to pages, creation and deletion of virtual address spaces, some form of processor scheduling, and basic routing of messages and asynchronous events. The high-level semantics of operating system abstractions (such as files and tasks) is then constructed out of manipulations of these basic resources.

While the reduction of kernel abstractions of a microkernel simplifies the kernel implementation it also has drawback (ss). The unified view on system resources eliminates the option for code-path specialization. This becomes a problem on large-scale shared-memory multiprocessors where the synchronization strategy needs to be optimized on a case-by-case basis. This has been shown by Chaves and others [7] who differentiate between ten alternative kernel synchronization mechanisms and conclude that the selection of a particular primitive depends, among others, on frequency of access, read-to-write ratio, and the amount of parallelism.

With the elimination of high-level abstractions, a microkernel (from now on referred to as kernel) lacks the semantic information that is usually available to an operating system (OS). For example, the abstraction of a memory mapped file in a monolithic OS carries the additional information about inter-dependencies between physical pages, the number of potential readers and writers, the maximum number of processors that may access the file, kernel vs. application memory, etc. Defaulting to one synchronization scheme will ultimately lead to either poor performance or poor scalability; for example, overly fine-granular synchronization will induce a large runtime overhead while coarse-granular synchronization will create contention points and limit scalability.

When considering the overall system, like a scenario with multiple virtual machines running on a hypervisor, the required resource usage patterns are readily available—just not to the hypervisor.

In this paper we present a novel approach that enables unprivileged resource policy managers to express resource concurrency to the kernel and control and safely re-adjust the kernel’s synchronization mechanisms. The solution comprises of two aspects: We use a scalable fixed-size representation of processors to express concurrency that is independent of the overall number of processors in the system. Such a space efficient representation is a requirement for optimizations down to the granularity of individual resources. Second, dynamic locks, is a synchronization mechanism which enables the kernel to dynamically and safely adjust the synchronization granularity and primitive without compromising kernel integrity and security.

We validate our approach for the L4 microkernel on a (moderately) parallel multiprocessor machine with 16 processor contexts. We show that dynamic adaptation can maintain the overhead of kernel operations close to those
of a uniprocessor and scale.

2. KERNEL SCALABILITY

The choice for an efficient, low-overhead concurrency control is a function of the degree of concurrency, placement, and contention—which all can change depending on the resource use over time. A microkernel, providing an abstract low-level machine interface, is disadvantaged over a monolithic OS which can specialize concurrency control on its manifold alternative code paths. The monolithic OS carries implicit high-level semantics in the synchronized code and data paths and thus can use alternative concurrency control schemes based on typical access patterns. For example, typical OS structuring naturally differentiates between memory types, like buffer cache pages, heap, or device control registers. In the abstract machine interface of a microkernel such differentiation does not exist, yet each resource type has a different concurrency control sweet spot.

The microkernel uses concurrency control for two purposes: (i) for concurrency control explicitly requested by applications (such as a serialization function) and (ii) concurrency control on kernel data structures to ensure correctness and safety. The second class is most critical for system performance; it includes all key system resources abstracted by the kernel: memory permissions, processor resources, and asynchronous events (i.e., hardware interrupts).

The key idea presented in this paper is to provide similar flexibility and choice of the concurrency control mechanisms as available to monolithic OSEs by dynamically adapting the in-kernel concurrency control mechanisms at runtime in response to dynamic application behavior using application-provided feedback.

We provide explicit application-level control over the in-kernel concurrency control mechanisms, placement, and adaptation through the kernel system call interface. Based on McKenney’s study on in-kernel synchronization [23], we adapt the concurrency mechanisms for locality (primarily local vs. primarily shared access), granularity (coarse- vs. fine-granular locks), and contention likelihood (synchronization primitive). The adaptability is based on three contributions: (i) a space efficient encoding of locality information which allows for individual tagging of each kernel-managed resource, (ii) a dynamic locking primitive which can be activated and deactivated at runtime without compromising correctness, and (iii) the safe adaptation of the synchronization granularity for critical section fusing built upon the dynamic lock primitive.

2.2 Parallelism vs. Locality

Multiprocessor optimizations represent a scalability vs. performance trade-off between alternative schemes which are inherently architecture specific and, to a large degree, depend on the peculiarities and physical limitations of the memory interconnect.

When choosing a particular concurrency control mechanism, the kernel needs to consider locality (which processors may access a resource), the concurrency (how many processors may access the resource), and the topology of the hardware (latency, overhead, and fairness of the synchronization primitives). As mentioned before, a microkernel cannot predict resource usage pattern a-priori and thus needs to be able to perform well for a spectrum of access patterns. The scenarios range from frequent accesses from a small set of processors to less frequent accesses but by a large number of processors for highly shared resources. Furthermore, access patterns may change over time.

The widely used processor sets, a bitmap with a bit per processor, has a prohibitively high memory footprint with increasing number of processors. Furthermore, determining the total number of processors selected in a set has a complexity of $O(n)$. Both properties render a bitmap representation not useful for the intended purpose of fine granular adaptation.

When taking the structure of the memory interconnect into consideration, one can reduce the footprint as following: Non-uniform memory has a higher cost for remote than for local accesses. A system should therefore decrease the frequency of accesses to remote resources with increasing cost; otherwise the system will ultimately saturate on resource stalls. The most common and relevant approaches for reducing the remote access frequency are (i) to explicitly favor local over remote resources (and reallocate resources on migration), (ii) minimize resources that are shared across many processors (e.g., by replication), and (iii) co-locate tasks that have a high degree of sharing on neighboring processors.

We developed a fixed-size compressed processor bitmap targeting the spectrum of frequent local vs. less frequent but parallel access. Similarly to floating point encoding we trade accuracy for space and allow to group neighboring processors and represent them with a single bit in the bitmap. As we argued above, such clustering is natural due to the hardware structure of the cache hierarchy of multi-cores and memory interconnects.

The encoding of the cluster mask is a structure with three fields: a bitmap, an order, and a window offset. The order denotes how many processors a bit represents; the offset denotes the starting processor ID of the bitmap. Figure 1 shows an example of processors encoded as alternative cluster masks.

On a 32-bit machine, our encoding allows to represent from 16 individual processors up to $2^{256}$ processors in a value of the size of a register. Testing for an individual processor in the mask or computing the overall number of processors are all simple arithmetic and logic functions.

We use the cluster mask in three scenarios: for per-kernel
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1. Note that adaptation could also be achieved by monitoring access patterns and predicting future behavior. However, such a prediction would introduce a kernel-level policy and thus violate the minimalism criterion of a microkernel [21].
object tracking of locality information, for communicating locality information between application and kernel (in a processor register), and for tracking of stale TLB entries. Only with available and detailed locality information can the kernel adapt its concurrency regime. In Section 3 we describe the usage scenarios in more detail.

2.3 Adaptive Synchronization

The second building block for adaptive concurrency control is the ability to modify the in-kernel synchronization mechanism in a safe manner. Most operations of a modern microkernel are extremely short, in most cases less than a few hundred instructions. More heavy-weight synchronization mechanisms (like blocking) are exposed to the applications. We found that standard spin locks are an efficient mechanism for in-kernel synchronization, however, with overheads of more than a hundred cycles on a Pentium 4 architecture. For example for our critical inter-address space communication path, a spin lock incurs an overhead of 15 percent per lock.

Depending on the expected degree of parallelism and access patterns as expressed (and enforced) in a per-kernel object processor cluster mask, we either use memory-based spin locks for concurrent accesses or fall back to message based synchronization via inter-processor interrupts. Both synchronization schemes have performance advantages and disadvantages based on the specific access patterns [7]. When accesses to a kernel object are primarily on one processor, message based synchronization eliminates the cost of a memory-based lock from the critical path. Whereas, when the kernel accesses an object from multiple processors concurrently, the overhead and latency for message based synchronization becomes disadvantageous.

Note, that the adaptive scheme can be trivially extended to other synchronization primitives such as MCS locks [22, 25], but will not be discussed here further.

2.3.1 Dynamic Locks

In order to accomplish dynamic adaptability, we extend the memory-based lock primitives (e.g., spin locks) by a lock state. The lock state denotes whether or not the lock primitive is active. In disabled state, the lock operation (e.g., an atomic operation) is not executed thus incurring no (or only marginal) overhead.

When switching between enabled and disabled states there is a transition period, when the lock state update is not fully propagated to all processors. We avoid kernel data corruption due to an inconsistent view on the lock state by enforcing the old state’s behavior until all processors in the system have a consistent view.

For common kernel lock primitives, such as spin locks, it is impossible to derive whether remote processors actively try to acquire the lock. There is no upper bound for the time it takes to propagate a state update to all processors. Even by adapting the spin loop such that it explicitly checks for a state change, it is not possible to predict memory access latencies in large multiprocessor systems.

Read-copy update (RCU) successfully addresses a similar problem with its epoch scheme [24]. The typical implementations of RCU pass a token between the processors; passing the token ensures that the processor executes a safe code path (within the kernel) that is guaranteed to hold no data references. The RCU token thus also guarantees that a processor is not actively trying to acquire a lock. Hence, a full token round-trip—an epoch—guarantees that all outstanding lock attempts have completed and that all processors are aware of the update of the lock primitive.

Each dynamic lock carries an epoch counter that denotes when the state switch is safe. The lock code first tests whether the lock is in a transition period; if that is the case and the stored epoch counter denotes that the epoch expired, the locking code finalizes the state switch. In addition to the enabled and disabled state, the lock has two intermediate states: promoting and demoting (see Figure 2). When the lock is in the disabled state, the code path can safely skip the actual lock acquisition.

Figure 3 illustrates the transition from an enabled to a disabled lock state initiated on CPU A including the required transition period for the epoch. When enabling a disabled lock on the processor that has exclusive access we avoid the delay of the RCU cycle, but enable the lock immediately. This is safe if the enabling code does not depend on the lock for its correctness.

The additional functionality induces a higher overhead on the lock primitive due to the higher cache footprint for the state and epoch counter, and also higher execution overhead for the additional checks. One can minimize the overhead by carefully placing the state and epoch data (e.g., the location of the two state bits with other read data on the hot path has no cache impact).

The following code fragment shows sample code for a nor-
mal spin-lock primitive with a value of zero in the lock variable indicating a free lock. The overhead for a disabled lock using the specific encoding is a single jump instruction.\(^2\)

```c
if (Lock.State != disabled) {
    while TestAndSet(Lock.Spinlock) { /* wait */ }
    if (Lock.State != enabled &&
        Lock.Epoch+1 < GlobalEpoch )
        { /* perform lock state manipulation... */ }
} /* critical section */
Lock.Spinlock = 0; /* lock release */
```

### 2.3.2 Lock Granularity

Built upon the dynamic locks we derive a method for dynamically adjustable lock granularities. The decision for a coarse-grained vs. a fine-grained locking strategy depends on the specifics of the algorithm, that is where to lock and what gets protected by locks.

Fine-granular locking requires a divisible data structure where each part can be individually locked without compromising the overall structural integrity. The data structure is divided into multiple parts and each part is protected by an individual lock. The lock granularity depends on the number of independent parts of the overall data structure.

We make the lock granularity adjustable by introducing multiple locks to the same object—one for each locking granularity. In order to lock an object, all locks have to be acquired, while some locks can be disabled. The disabled locks incur marginal runtime overhead and only require access to read-shared data (i.e., the lock state). Acquiring all locks ensures that all processors synchronize on the same locks, whichever lock may be active at the time. We avoid deadlock by simple lock ordering, for example, coarse-grain locks are always acquired before fine-grain locks. The lock release has to take place in reverse order of the acquisition. Figure 4 shows an example of multiple cascaded locks protecting a hash table and individual clusters of the table.

Switching the lock granularity for a dividable object takes place in multiple stages. To preserve correctness, at no point in time should two processors use a different lock granularity (i.e., one uses coarse grain, the other fine grain locks). A safe transition between the lock modes therefore requires an intermediate step, where both locks—coarse and fine grain—are active. After that transition period, when all processors are aware of the new locking strategy, the lock code can disable the previous lock. The completion is tracked with the RCU epoch counter, similar to dynamic locks. Note that the additional memory footprint for a two-level lock cascade is identical to dynamic locks: two bits for the state and the epoch counter.

Since dynamic locks only access the lock variables when the locks are enabled, the memory required for the lock variable can be dynamically allocated (i.e., when first switching to fine-grain locking). The following code fragment shows pseudo code for a two-level lock cascade including code that handles dynamic adjustment.

```c
enum State = { Coarse, Fine, ToCoarse,ToFine }; if (State != Fine) {
    lock (CoarseLock);
    if (State == ToCoarse &&
        State + NextEpoch < GlobalEpoch ) {
        State = ToCoarse;
        /* potentially release fine lock memory */
        else 
            State = Fine;
    }
}
for index = 0 to NumberObjects {
    if (State != Coarse) lock (FineLock[index]); /* critical section */
    if (State != Coarse) unlock (FineLock[index]);
}
unlock (CoarseLock);
```

A special case of the scheme occurs when the fine-granular objects themselves are not locked but modified with an atomic operation (e.g., atomic compare-and-swap). In coarse-grain lock mode, all objects are protected by a single lock and the data members can be modified with non-atomic memory operations whereas in fine-granular synchronization mode, manipulations are performed with multi-processor safe atomic operations.

The overhead for the special handling is minor on most architectures. For example, IA32’s cmpxchg instruction requires an additional instruction prefix to differentiate between the synchronized multiprocessor and the unsynchronized version of the instruction. A conditional jump over the one-byte instruction prefix, depending on the lock state,
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\(^2\)The solution is directly transferable to architectures that realize atomic operations with a pair of load-linked, store-conditional instructions.
induces only marginal overhead and code complexity, while reducing the cost from 136 to 12 cycles (Pentium 4 2.2GHz). Itanium’s predicates allow for a similarly efficient implementation.

3. IMPLEMENTATION IN L4

We integrated the described mechanisms in an L4 microkernel with multiprocessor support [30]. We revisited all core kernel primitives and explicitly expressed concurrency. While alternative systems abstractions (e.g., virtual processors and page tables of a hypervisor) may lead to slightly different solutions, we believe many of the mechanisms are directly transferable to other microkernels and hypervisors.

We set the following design goals:

**Scalability:** Scalability is the primary goal. Following Unrau’s design principles [33] for scalable systems, the kernel has to preserve parallelism, all operations must have a bounded overhead, and preserve locality.

**Performance:** The execution overhead must be minimal. For processor-local operations we evaluate the performance based on the uniprocessor implementation. For operations that are either cross-processor or require serialization due to concurrency, we optimize on the macro-operation level. A macro operation comprises multiple smaller, potentially independent operations.

**Policy freedom:** New mechanisms should not introduce kernel policies.

**Transparency:** When operations violate isolation restrictions we favor transparent completion at higher cost over explicit failure notification to the application.

We extended the system call interface to the first-class kernel abstractions with a cluster mask parameter: the locality domain of a thread, the locality domain of an address space, the locality domain of an interrupt. Accesses from processors within the locality domain denoted in the cluster mask use spin locks and outside of the locality domain fall back to message-based synchronization. When the locality domain is limited to a single processor, the kernel disables the spin locks. Also, we made the granularity and inter-dependency of page mappings explicit and adaptable.

Following, we describe both solutions in more detail.

3.1 Inter-process Communication

In L4, the key kernel mechanism for system composition is inter-process communication (IPC). All higher level services are constructed out of the base IPC primitive: communication for remote procedure calls, synchronization between threads, on-demand paging, interrupt delivery, and exception handling. Thus minimizing the overhead of the IPC primitive is key to good overall system performance. The overhead of simple memory based synchronization increases the cost for an IPC by as much as 85 percent on a Pentium 4 system, making it the key candidate for an adaptive synchronization scheme.

IPC takes place between two threads, is synchronous, unbuffered, and uses hand-off scheduling to remove unnecessary overhead from the critical path [21]. Two scenarios are most common and relevant: (i) client-server interaction and (ii) IPC-based signaling and notification (semaphores, queues, etc).

We make the assumption that the programmer has detailed knowledge on application behavior and communication patterns and aim at maximizing performance for those applications. Furthermore, we assume that the overheads for cache migration, synchronization, and signaling are so high that frequent cross-processor remote-procedure calls are unfeasible. This assumption stems from (i) the overhead for asynchronous inter-processor remote-procedure calls is high that frequent cross-processor remote-procedure calls are unfeasible. We therefore decided to strictly favor the performance of processor-local over cross-processor IPC.

IPC in the client-server scenario is therefore a mechanism to (i) guarantee that the remote server is in a consistent state (signaled by waiting for an incoming message) and (ii) to transfer control into the server’s address space. It is important to note that client-server relations usually do not make use of the parallelism threading would provide, but explicitly avoid it. In order to minimize the IPC overhead, the scheduler is not invoked when switching from client to server thread and the server executes on the client’s time slice instead [5].

In multiprocessor systems the client request could theoretically be handled by a server thread on a remote processor. The overhead of cache line migration for parameters and data working set, latency and overhead for remote signaling, and overhead due to scheduling renders a cross-processor model unfeasible. We therefore need to provide at least one handler thread per processor to scale. Threads have to be distributed across all processors such that clients can interact with a local representative.

**Synchronization and Notification**

Synchronization is a latency-sensitive operation. The time from the release operation of a synchronization primitive until a previously blocked thread starts executing influences the responsiveness and increases the overall runtime of a task. The design goal is to minimize that latency. The cost for an IPC that unblocks a thread on the same processor is at least as low as alternative high-level kernel synchronization primitives (such as semaphores or mutexes).

Signaling across processor boundaries requires three operations: (i) test and modify the thread’s state from blocked to ready, (ii) enqueue the thread into its home-processor’s scheduling list, and (iii) notify the remote processor to reschedule. These three steps can be realized in two different ways. Firstly, the data structures are manipulated directly and therefore require some form of synchronization (e.g., locks). Secondly, the operation is initiated via an in-kernel message and performed by the thread’s home processor it-
self. In that case no locks are required because operations are serialized by the remote CPU.

**Adaptive IPC Operation**

Instead of favoring one synchronization method for IPC, the kernel supports both: message-based and lock-based synchronization. Based on its communication profile, each thread can derive a set of preferred remote processors that are expressed in a cluster mask. Based on the mask, the kernel fine-tunes the IPC path. Processors that are specified in the mask use a lock-based IPC scheme, while all others use message-based synchronization. The kernel may further fine-tune the memory lock primitive itself (i.e., use spin locks or MCS locks).

When the cluster mask restricts accesses to a single processor, the home processor of a thread, the kernel disables the spin lock on the IPC path using the dynamic lock de-motion scheme as described in Section 2.3. The deactivated lock state removes the overhead of two atomic operations from the critical path.

**Remote Scheduling for Lock-based IPC**

After completion of a remote IPC operation, the partner thread becomes runnable and has to be considered by the remote scheduler. Rescheduling is achieved by sending an inter-processor interrupt to interrupt the current execution. If the currently executing remote thread has a higher priority than the activated one, the thread can simply be enqueued into the ready list and the normal scheduling mechanism will activate it at some later point in time.

In order to scale, the kernel has per-processor structures for the scheduler. These structures include one ready list per scheduling priority and a list to handle timeouts. To lower the overhead for the processor-local case, scheduling lists are processor specific and unsynchronized (thus avoid the cost of a spin lock on the critical path) but must not be accessed from remote processors.

We use a lazy remote enqueuing scheme with each scheduler having one or more remote requeue lists that enable remote processors to use memory-based queues. Requeue lists are protected by per-list locks; multiple lists per scheduler further reduce concurrency from many remote processors and thus the potential for lock contention.

### 3.2 Memory Management

L4’s abstraction of a page mapping is a *flexpage* [14] describing a set of contiguous virtual pages of an address space. Flexpages are mapped hierarchically between address spaces. The kernel uses a flat resource management model: there is no differentiation between specific properties of individual resources such as RAM and device memory.

The kernel maintains an internal database of page mappings which represents the memory map hierarchy. For each physical page frame the kernel maintains a sorted n-ary tree that is rooted from the root address space (σ₀). The tree is realized via a sorted doubly-linked list where each map node contains a depth field representing the level in the map hierarchy.

Since individual entries in the list represent actual resource permissions, a relaxed consistency model (like RCU) could ultimately lead to resource corruption on multiprocessor systems, like one user-level thread overwriting a page marked as read-only. We realize a strict consistency model by explicitly synchronizing neighboring nodes in the list.

However, a simple list-based synchronization model introduces an inter-dependency between potentially unrelated mapping nodes. We address the problem by three algorithmic changes: (i) explicit control of synchronization domains by partitioning the mapping tree, (ii) dynamic adaptation of the synchronization granularity for super pages (as described in Section 2.3.2) and (iii) TLB dirty tracking via the cluster mask which enables aggressive TLB shoot-down coalescing while maintaining the ability for parallel out-of-band TLB updates. Figure 5 depicts the kernel data structure for the n-ary tree with two synchronization sub-domains.

We extended the flexpage management interfaces such that the pages the granularity and locality is a parameter to the memory management call. The interface reflects the common usage scenarios for stackable user-level pages which allocate large pools of memory and hand them out individually. The life span of a page mapping ranges from very short (e.g., for fork/exec) to the life time of the system; the mapping granularity ranges from a single page to a multi-megabyte memory object for an on-demand pager.

Figure 5 illustrates the kernel data structure for the mapping tree of one page frame. The split nodes are synchronization and TLB tracking objects which get inserted into the list structure at application request. Individual subtrees can be further subdivided allowing for arbitrary synchronization domains for the kernel data structure and for TLB coherency. TLB dirty tracking is achieved using a per-processor version; the relevant processor set is tracked in a cluster mask in the split node.

### 4. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the overhead and scalability of individual kernel operations in a set of microbenchmarks. We compare the cost of individual kernel operations for different multiprocessor workload configurations, intra-vs. inter-processor operations and low vs. high concurrency. Furthermore, the benchmarks evaluate the overhead of multiprocessor primitives to the baseline performance given by the uniprocessor kernel, which we assume is the achievable minimum for the specific operation.

Benchmarks were performed on an IBM xSeries 445 server with eight Pentium 4-based 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon processors. 

Due to space constraints we have to refer to [31] for a detailed description of the algorithm.

Each physical processor (Intel family 15, model 2, stepping 6) had an 8KB L1 data cache, a 12KB µop trace cache,
Each processor had two logical threads enabled. The system consisted of two processor boards with four processors each. Each board had separate memory (2 GB each) and both boards were interconnected via IBM’s NUMA interconnect.

IA-32 has a relatively strong memory ordering model, defined as write ordered with store-buffer forwarding [9]. The strong write ordering has implications on speculative execution and induces a particularly high overhead on atomic instructions. The cost for atomic exchange (xchg) is 125 cycles and atomic compare-exchange (lock cmpxchg) is 136 cycles.

The test system had only eight processors with a total of sixteen processor contexts. Literature suggests that scalability problems in many cases only become visible for systems of more than 32 processors. While we were limited by the hardware constraints, however, we argue that the results are still representative because our primary focus is on preserving full algorithmic independence and minimizing the execution overhead.

4.1 Communication

We evaluated the overhead of the IPC primitive for client-server and cross-processor communication. Note that beside standard communication, IA-4’s IPC primitive is used for a number of system operations, including page fault and exception handling, resource delegation, scheduling notification, and interrupt delivery [15] and thus runtime overhead reflects on a large set of OS subsystems such as IO and paging.

Client-server scenarios use IPC to transfer request and response payloads; the operation is completely executed on one processor. The cost is dominated by the inherent cost of TLB and cache invalidations on the P4. In Figure 6 we compare the IPC overhead for message-based and lock-based synchronization against the base line uniprocessor primitive (numbers are given for inter- and intra-address-space IPC).

The minimal multiprocessor overhead via message-based in-kernel synchronization is 2.9% for inter-AS IPC and 8.6% for intra-AS IPC. Compared, the overhead for lock-based synchronization amounts to 27.6% for inter-AS IPC and 81.2% for intra-AS IPC. Besides the lock, processor-local IPC only touches per-processor data structures and thus scales optimally.

For cross-processor IPC we evaluated a common parallel programming barrier scenario, where multiple worker threads get a notification message from a coordinator. This setup is comparable to the OpenMP microbenchmark for the PARALLEL directive as proposed by Bull [6]. We measured the notification latency of all workers for an increasing number of processors. Figure 7 compares the overhead for message- and lock-based synchronization against the base line uniprocessor primitive (numbers are given for inter- and intra-address-space IPC).
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4.3 Memory and Cache Footprint

The additional flexibility for concurrency control comes at a cost in memory footprint and thus have implications on performance due to secondary effects such as cache pollution and available memory.

The thread control block (TCB) was extended by a cluster mask field and the RCU epoch (a spin lock was already required beforehand). However, since the kernel stack is part of the TCB the overall size did not increase. The state field of the dynamic lock was encoded in two spare bits of another field accessed on the critical path and therefore had no additional memory or cache footprint.

The descriptor size for memory mappings was extended by an additional word allowing to use a lazy reclamation scheme based on RCU, growing the data structure by 25 percent. We introduced an intermediary descriptor type which allows to isolate two mapping hierarchies. This 20 byte intermediary descriptor is dynamically allocated at map time upon application request. A user-level pager can thus dynamically decide if subsequent mappings should be concurrently accessible or not.

The synchronization granularity of sub-pages of a larger superpage can be switched dynamically; the memory is allocated when the fine-granular synchronization becomes active. The memory footprint for the additional flexibility is limited to two state bits and an RCU epoch field which fitted into the already existing data structures.

5. RELATED WORK

Related work falls into three categories: scalable operating systems, locks and synchronization, and policy-free kernels.

Unrau [33] first addressed OS scalability in a systematic manner based on queuing theory. He proposed to consider the OS as a service center and evaluate scalability using the metrics throughput, utilization, and response time. He derived the three aforementioned design principles (preserving parallelism, bounded overhead, preserving locality). While highly relevant for this work, these principles ignore the base overhead of an operation. A system is still considered scalable even if the overhead is orders of magnitude higher than the achievable minimum.

Tornado [12] and K42 [3] introduced clustering as a structuring method for scalability, and was generalized in clustered objects [2]. A clustered object presents the illusion of a single object that is actually composed of multiple instances enabling a high degree of concurrency. Each instance handles calls from subsets of processors and software can adapt the object implementation according to specific access patterns and parallelism.

Synchronization mechanisms have been thoroughly investigated and lead to a variety of software and hardware solutions. Special processor locking primitives oftentimes optimize one particular synchronization operation [13,17,19] but not the synchronization strategy. MCS locks [25] reduce the cache coherency overhead and improve fairness for NUMA systems at higher runtime cost. Lim [22] developed reactive locks that dynamically switch between spin locks and MCS locks.

Unrau et al. [34] address the problem of overhead vs. parallelism via a hybrid coarse-grain/fine-grain locking strategy that has the low latency and space overhead of a coarse grain locking strategy while having the high concurrency of fine-grain locks. A coarse serializing lock protects multiple lightweight locks. However, the scheme does not eliminate the required cache line migration but only reduces the wait...
time and further places restrictions on object allocations. Speculative lock elision [26] reduces the runtime overhead of synchronization primitives by speculative execution and delayed write buffer commits after a successful lock release. The speculation unit detects conflicts that would violate correctness and restarts the operation, which limits the size of the critical section and still induces cache footprint.

Asymmetric locking primitives can greatly improve performance for read-mostly data structures. Read-copy update (RCU) [24] takes the idea to the extreme permitting read-side accesses with no synchronization. When all CPUs have passed through a quiescent state since a particular point in time, RCU guarantees that all CPUs see the effects of all changes made prior to the interval. RCU significantly simplifies many locking algorithms and eliminates many existence locks.

Previous work investigated the applicability of policy-free kernels for MP systems. Hydra [35] was specifically designed with the goal of separating mechanisms and policy and as an exploration testbed for multiprocessors. The Raven microkernel [27] also targets multiprocessor systems with a focus on minimizing the overhead for kernel invocations. While moving significant system parts to application level, Raven still uses a number of global data structures, thus limiting kernel scalability.

Chen [8] extended the uniprocessor Exokernel system [10] to multiprocessor systems. Similar to our approach, exokernel localizes kernel resources and uses in-kernel messaging to manipulate remote resources. However, the choice for synchronization primitives is ad-hoc and static and the specific implementation dictates the synchronization granularity. Other prominent projects that use a microkernel-based design, however, with less focus on policy-freeness are the already mentioned systems Tornado and K42.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented mechanisms to manage multiprocessor scalability for minimal, policy-free kernels. Preserving independence of unrelated—and thus parallelizable—operations requires bridging the semantic gap between the kernel and applications in order to scale.

The expected parallelism as well as the enforcement of access permissions can be efficiently expressed in the processor cluster mask which trades accuracy against space favoring locality. The dynamic lock primitive allows for dynamic activation and deactivation of kernel locks, and—when cascaded—enable dynamic adaptation of locking granularities.

We validated the design and evaluated performance via microbenchmarks against an L4 microkernel with unrivaled uni-processor performance. The solutions were driven by our previous work for scalable multiprocessor virtual machines [32]. Due to the space limitations this paper primarily focused on the core kernel mechanics.

Future Work

We see three major areas for future work. First, this work primarily focuses on one specific architecture: the Pentium 4. Trade-offs for other hardware architectures are substantially different and need further investigation. Current architectural developments in the area of SMT and multicore systems change hardware properties. Tight integration of caches and improved IPI latencies may shift the cost points.

Second, the fundamental idea of alternative lock primitives that depends on the degree of parallelism is currently implemented as a software solution. The software-based approach requires additional code and thus incurs runtime overhead. The overhead could be eliminated by having explicit architectural support. This could include optimized operations on the cluster mask and support for dynamic locks.

Finally, the proposed kernel primitives require extensive testing and evaluation in a variety of real-world scenarios including large-scale databases. While we showed low overhead and independence for the individual kernel primitives in micro-benchmarks it remains open how the solutions behave in complex environments.
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